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The method of multiple scales is used to determine a first-order uniform expansion for 
finite-amplitude plane waves of continuous waveforms propagating in a duct having a slowly varying 
cross section and filled with an inhomogeneous fluid. Losses due to the acoustic boundary layer or a 
slight wall admittance can be accounted for by decomposing the continuous waveform into its 
Fourier components and correcting the amplitude and phase of each component independently. Losses 
at shocks can be accounted for by using weak-shock theory. The results show that the shock 
formation distance tends to be shortened in a converging section and tends to be lengthened in a 
diverging section of the duct. 

Subject Classification: 25.20; 20.45. 

INTRODUCTION 

We consider finite-amplitude plane waves propagating 
in a duet filled with a fluid which is initially at rest. We 
assume that the duet cross section, the mean pressure 
p•, and the mean density 9g are slowly varying with 
axial position. 

The problem of finite-amplitude plane waves propagat- 
ing in a homogeneous bounded or unbounded medium is 
well understood (see, for example, Blackstock t and 
Beyera). 

Recently, the problem of finite-amplitude plane waves 
propagating in an inhomogeneous medium received con- 
siderable attention. Most of this work is concerned with 

wave propagation in a stratified atmosphere. For exam- 
ple, Randall s and Hayes and Runyan 4 analyzed the prob- 
lem of sonic boom, and Einaudi * and Romanova ø analyzed 
finite-amplitude plane waves in an isothermal atmo- 
sphere. For more Russian literature, see Ref. 6. The 
methods used are essentially based on geometrical acous- 
tics accounting for nonlinear distortion or on the as- 
sumption that disturbances are given by the linear theo- 
ry but with a speed of propagation that is the sum of the 
instantaneous speed of sound and the local convective 
speed. 

A number of approaches have been developed to ana- 
lyze the linear wave propagation in duets with variable 
cross sections (see, for example, the review article by 
Nayfeh, Kaiser, and Telionis7). These approaches in- 
elude expansions for low frequencies, variational meth- 
ods, expansions for slowly varying cross sections, so- 
lutions for slight wall undulations, and approximations 
of the duet by series of stepped uniform sections. 

In this paper, we use the method of multiple scales 8 
to determine a first-order uniform expansion for finite- 
amplitude plane lossless waves in a duet of slowly vary- 
ing cross section and filled with an inhomogeneous fluid. 

I. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

We consider finite-amplitude plane waves propagating 
in a duet with a slowly varying cross section. We as- 
sume the fluid to be inviseid, irrotational, and initially 
quiescent with a nonuniform pressure pg and a nonuni- 
form density t•. We introduce dimensionless quantities 

using a reference length * x•, a reference speed c•*, and 
a reference density 9•*. Thus, we let x=x*/x•*, 
u = u*/c,*, p p*/p,*, = c• , and t=t*c•*/x•*, where 
starred and unstarred quantities denote dimensional and 
dimensionless quantities, respective!y, x is the axial 
position, u is the axial velocity, p is the fluid density, 
p is the fluid pressure, and t is the time. In terms of 
these dimensionless quantities and the dimensionless 
cross section A = A*/A•* of the duet, the quasi-one-di- 
mensional equations describing the conservation of mass 
and momentum are 

Dt ' 

Du 1 ap ..... +g, (2) 
Dt pox 

where g is a constant body acceleration and 

D 0 

Dr- Ot + U•xx ' 

For an inviseid irrotational motion, the conservation of 
energy yields 

DS/Dr=O, (3) 

where S is the entropy. Hence, 

Dt' = d' . (4) 
DI DI 

To determine an equation for u, we form D/Dr of Eq. 2, 
use •.q. 4, and obtain 

_ Dau 1Dp_.ap 1 a aDP +-'--- ß (5) pa z>t ax - O-7 p ax ax 
Substituting for Dp/Dt from Igq. 1 into Igq. 5 and arrang- 
ing, we have 

! Dau Oau •x[ln(pcaA)] Ou { da (In,A) , 
d [ø(lnpeZ)- ! OP]} +•'•x (l•) • p-'-'c•'•x ß (6) 

To determine an approximate solution to Eqs. 1 and 6, 
we assume that the initial density Po, the initial pres- 
sure P0, and the cross section A are functions of a slow 
scale x• = ½x, where ½ is a small dimensionless param- 
eter. Moreover, we assume that p-P0 is an analytic 
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function of the condensation •' 

s = qo/p0)- •, (•) 
so that 

d' = cõ(1 + c•s + c•.s •' +... ), (8) 

where the c• are known functions of x t. Substituting for p 
and c •' from Eqs. 7 and 8 into Eqs. 1 and 6 and subtract- 
ing the mean parts, we obtain 

8s 8u d [ln(p0A)]- a •-7+ •=- •(• + S)•x • • (s•), (9) 

• •7 • 7o -6•7*• • * 
8s8u d au (l+c•)----+O(½a), - • •[•n(mc•)] •- ax ax 

where u and s are •sumed to be O(•). (10) 
II. AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 

To determine an approximate solution to Eqs. 9 and 
10, we use the method of multiple scales and assume 
that u and s have expansions of the form 

u=½u•(l•, r/, x•)+ ½2u•(•, r/, x•)+ '" , (11) 

s= ½ s,(l•, rl, x,) + ½•'s•.(l;, rl, xO + "' , (12) 
where 

l•=t-• dx I dx --, r/=t+ --. (13) 
C0 C0 

The temporal and spatial derivatives transform accord- 
ing to 

+ (14) 

• (15) •=•-•+•+•'a•a•, 

Ox c0 Oxt 

•=• -2 + +-- - ox c'0 O• • c0 OUOx• 

•c• O o e• (17) - + 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to the 
•ment. 

Substi•ting Eqs. 11-17 into Eqs. 9 •d 10 •d equat- 
ing the coefficients of • on both sides, we obt•n 

851 851+ 1 

4 a 2u ! = -•0f0 v 0. (1O) c0 

The solutions of Eqs. 18 •d 10 are t•en in the form of 
a wave traveling in the positive direction; t•t is, we let 

u, =g(/•, x,), s,=c['g(t;, x,). (20) 

Substituting Eqs. 11-17 into Eq. 10, equating the coef- 
ficients of ½•' on both sides, and using Eq. 20, we have 

4 82u2 _ c,+2 a [gag] d -c020•sr/-- c0 a • •-•x•[ln½øc•)]• 
+-- -•--. (21) 

c0•f• c0•f 

Since •=C(f, •), the particular solution of Eq. 21 con- 
t•ns a term proportionalto •, m•ng [ (z•z[ larger • 
I•1 for either large • or l•ge •, contra• to the as- 
sumption under w•ch the e••sion is obtained. For a 
uniform e•ansion, the right-h•d side of Eq. 21 must 
v•ish; that is, 

c1+2 • •C•C] • [ln•c•A)] •C 
+- - =0 (22) c0O•ax, •• ß 

This equation is satisfied by its first integral, 

+ [•n•c0n)mlg_ (c,+ 2) ax, 2c• g• 0. (2a) 
It is convenient to tr•sform Eq. 23 into • equation 

with constant coefficients. To this end, we let 

g = ½½,)G(•, x,), z = ½½,) (24) 

in Eq. 23 •d obt•n 

a• •'1• • . •c•' c• 0. (2•) 
We choose 

' • [•n(mcoA)m]=O, (26) 

(c, + 2)½ (2q) •'- 2c• ' 
so t•t Eq. 25 becomes 

a•_ • • = 0. (2•) az 

Equation 26 is satisfied • 

• = (OoCoA) 'm . (29) 

Then, the solution of Eq. 2• c• be written as 

f c•+2 
½ = J 2c• (mc0•) '• ax,. (•0) 

Moreover, the solution of Eq. 28 is 

•=/(•+z/). (•) 

Eliminating G, •, •d ½ from Eqs. 24, 29, •d 30, 
setting u• =g, and substi•ting the result into Eq• 11, we 
obtain 

[ r u = e (p0c0 A) f t - + ef J•r Co 2c• (•coA) • 

+ o(e•). (•2) 

In the case of waves propagating in a uniform duct filled 
with a fluid Mving uniform properties, • = c0 = A = 1 and 
Eq. 32 reduces to 

1 

u=e/[t- x + •e(c, + 2)•] + O(e•), (•) 
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which is the familiar solution for the case of finite-am- 

plitude plane waves propagating in a homogeneous medi- 
um. • The solution for the case of waves propagating in 
a uniform duct filled with an inhomogeneous fluid or in 
an unbounded inhomogeneous fluid can be obtained by 
letting A = 1 in Eq. 32. The result is in agreement with 
that obtained independently by Carlton and Blackstock 12 
by using a different method of solution. 

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The solution consisting of Eq. 32 becomes multivaiued 
at some distance x = l, as a result of steepening of the 
waveform, and is therefore invaiid beyond that distance 
because pressure disturbances cannot be multivalued, 
either in space or in time. Physicaily, a shock wave 
begins to form and viscous effects cannot be neglected. 
This constitutes a major limitation of the inviscid, irro- 
tationai flow assumption. To continue the solution far- 
ther, viscous effects must be included in the analysis. 
This can be accomplished by including the viscous terms 
in the original equations and deriving a Burgers' equa- 
tion or by using weak-shock theory. 1 Equation 32 shows 
that the amplitude of the wave increases if the duct con- 
verges, leading to a shortening of the shock formation 
distance. In a diverging section of the duct, the ampli- 
tude of the wave decreases thereby increasing the shock 
formation distance. 

Although viscous effects can be neglected in the body 
of the fluid away from any shocks, they cannot be ne- 
glected near the duct walls. These viscous effects, al- 
though small, tend to significantly distort the waves 
over long distances by dispersing and attenuating the in- 
dividuai frequency components. 9'tø Following Cook it and 
Pestorius and Blackstock, t0 one can account for these 
viscous effects as well as the effects of a small wall ad- 

mittance by decomposing the continuous waveform into 
its Fourier components and modifying the complex am- 
plitude of each component individually. To do this, we 
note that the effective wall admittance for plane waves 
in a perfect gas is ? 

•e = •+ (1 - i)o, ø = \2.--•] + (Pr) •/2 ' 
where Re =prc,•r/•t, y is the specific heat ratio of the 
gas, Pr is the Prandtl number, and • is the coefficient 
of viscosity. Thus, the complex amplitude of a Fourier 
component of frequency w is multiplied by exp[- 
- (1 - i)oA•] to account for the distortion of the waveform 
over a short distance A• due to boundary-layer and wall 
admittance effects. 

We stress the fact that the present analysis is valid 
for slowly varying cross sections and mean flow quanti- 
ties. This condition implies that •4t(•)/•4(•), p•(x)/p0(•), 
and c•(•)/c•(•) are of the order of the perturbation pa- 
rameter ( and hence are small. Since the expansion is 
carried out to O((), the error in Eq. 32 is O(•2). For 
example, for a duct with a flare of 6 ø, the error in Eq. 
32 is O(1%). As the flare angle increases, the error in- 
creases. 
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